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This innovative English as a second language textbook helps advanced English language learners

develop conversation skills and improve fluency by sharing experiences, reflecting on their lives,

and discussing proverbs and quotations. The ESL book includes 45 thematic chapters, over 1400

questions, 500 vocabulary words, 250 proverbs and American idioms, and 500 quotations.

Designed for both adult education and intensive English language students, the conversations

deepen critical thinking skills and speaking skills essential to success in community college and

university programs. Compelling Conversations has been used in classrooms in over 50 countries,

recommended by English Teaching Professional magazine, and enjoyed by thousands of English

students.
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Experience Approach

I first tried this fantastic textbook with a high intermediate student that I tutor. I was amazed from the

start at how naturally the conversation flowed. We were only halfway through the first set of

questions when she decided to buy her own copy. Each of the 45 chapters includes a vocabulary

section and list of around 12 to 15 classic quotations, along with between thirty and forty questions.

The chapters can be used in any order, but I recommend starting with chapter one as it orients the

students to the textbook and shows them how to get the most out of subsequent chapters. Either in

the classroom or one on one, it's accessible to intermediate students and challenges advanced



students. The quotations, from Socrates to Shaw and from Picasso to Pete Rose, are all identified

by name, when they lived, and what they did. This book is truly a treasure.

As a longtime ESL student and medical professional, I wish I had this book when I was preparing for

the "English Proficiency Exam" in London.It goes beyond the boring dialogs of most ESL books and

provides great current conversations that fit our crazy modern times.For instances:"Are sex, love

and marriage linked in your mind?""What does your partner do that annoys you?""Will your partner

love you with wrinkles?"These are good questions!I also like the proverbs:"If it's torn it can't be

worn." (Persian)Excellent book, great learning tool, absolutely at the top of the list in its category!

These conversation starters are not just for ESL students but for anyone who is a bit shy or has

trouble speaking around people. The questions are engaging and interesting and draws people into

a variety of diverse subjects ranging from "Does your dog have a personality?" to "Have you ever

had to hire/fire someone or work for a crazy boss?" The book also has may jokes, quotes and

proverbs that often bring common day improper english into the mix. A must have book!

If I had to sum up what I loved about "Compelling Conversations" in one sentence, I would say that

it contains the recipe for making anyone a great conversationalist!In addition to 45 well-selected

topics perfectly suited for casual or in-depth conversations, the authors provide excellent resources

and guidelines that make a conversation run smoothly in an engaging, informative and thought

provoking manner.Each chapter consists of a list of questions - from specific to more abstract - , as

well proverbs, sayings and quotations on a given subject. There is plenty of material appropriate for

different levels of proficiency: from intermediate to advanced. I would even say that native speakers

of English with somewhat limited social skills could benefit greatly by using this book."Compelling

Conversations" encourages the reader to examine many different ways of thinking and teaches

respect and genuine interest in other people's models of the world. It teaches active listening skills

and offers gentle conversation reminders, such as be kind, explore, be open, be supportive, that

help the reader set a positive intention for each interaction.I am glad to have found a book that

combines great content, conversational skills and psychology of empowerment.Natasha Cooper,

author of ESL how-to books "Scripts for Winning Jobs" and "The Telephone for Business and Daily

Life".

When compelling conversations got into my hands I couldn't help but to think: I wish I had this book



when I was learning English!As English as a second language speaker, I can really tell the

difference that compelling conversations has with other ESL text books: topics richness that takes

learning at a higher level.Not only you will feel motivated to improve your language skills, but you

will have a rich-provoking theme about life to discuss and share with your tutor or classmates. That

in turn makes you grow personally and you certainly will remember the discussed matter here when

need it to apply into a situation out of the classroom. You will appreciate American culture as well as

other's point of view.The book is very well structured into four sections totaling 45 chapters. Each

one of them is organized into conversations starters followed by vocabulary, proverbs and the

indispensable quotations. One that really caught my attention was the Arab proverb "he who has

health has hope and he who has hope has everything"I recommend it to anyone who wants to learn

while enjoying the process.Erika Villafane

Compelling Conversations: Questions and Quotations on Timeless Topics- An Engaging ESL

Textbook for Advanced StudentsThe other day, a colleague loaned me a copy of Eric Roth's and

Toni Aberson's book COMPELLING CONVERSATIONS (Chimayo Press, Charleston, SC) to use in

my English as a Second Language intermediate and advanced level conversation classes, and I

was immediately sold. The topics are timely, meaningful, and presented in such a way as to

stimulate immediate class participation. Unlike many ESL books designed to improve

conversational skills, it does not inadvertently "look down" upon the English language learner by

using simplistic topics and jargon. COMPELLING CONVERSATIONS is just that: compelling. I

recommend it highly to those who wish to become more proficient in English conversation and to

teachers of ESL who wish to present meaningful lessons to their students who need to improve their

conversation skills and ability to think in English.Marc YablonkaEnglish InstructorPasadena City

CollegeCommunity Education Center
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